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EXPANDING HAVERFORD’S GLOBAL OUTREACH
Brian Rose ’78 reflects on his inspiration for supporting international
programming through the Center for Peace and Global Citizenship

Brian Rose discovering the portrait of the emperor Augustus at Troy in northwestern Turkey.
Photo courtesy of Troy Excavation Project.

O

nly recently did I realize that it was time to make a will and to consider what
I could do to strengthen Haverford’s international programming. I wanted my
contribution to tie into the College’s global outreach since most of my professional
life has been spent overseas. I was an American Field Service exchange student to Italy
in high school which introduced me to archaeology, and I majored in Classical and
Near Eastern Archaeology at Bryn Mawr, which sparked my interests in Turkey and in
antiquity. I’ve now been digging in Turkey for the last 40 years, which included 25 years
of co-directing excavations at Troy, and now 13 years directing work at Gordion, the
capital city of King Midas. This four-decade record was broken by the pandemic, so I
experienced my first summer in the States since 1979.
Directing an excavation in the remote highlands of Turkey requires a series of skills
that I hadn’t originally anticipated. You’re running a hotel and restaurant for a professional
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Brian at the Column of Trajan in Rome with his husband, art historian Robert Ousterhout. Photo courtesy of Brian Rose.

staff of 33, and serving as a therapist due to the
social and intellectual pressures of life in a closeknit and isolated summer community. There have
been many times when I drew on my experiences
at Haverford, especially the College’s emphasis on
empathy, emotional support, and the maintenance
of the community no matter what was happening—
and needless to say, a lot was happening around us
in the 1970s.
Being an archaeologist also involves an
inordinate amount of teaching and lecturing, and in
many respects I’ve never stopped going to school.
Immediately after Haverford I earned my Ph.D.
from Columbia, and I’ve spent the last 33 years
as a university professor, first at the University of
Cincinnati, and now, for the last 15 years, at the
University of Pennsylvania. One can’t successfully
deliver an archaeological lecture to a large class or
public gathering without injecting a certain amount
of humor, and I will never regret what I learned
about comic timing during three consecutive
Haverford Class Night performances.
I’ve been a regular donor to Haverford for the last
decade, primarily through annual 1833 Society gifts,
but in making my estate plans this year I wanted to

consider a truly transformational gift to the College.
I realized that the most effective contribution I
could provide would be one that enabled Haverford
students to have access to the same international
experiences from which I had benefited.

“…this is the time to research the program
at Haverford that resonates most with the
journeys you’ve traveled, and consider it
as a component of your gift planning.”
There were particular reasons why I chose
Haverford’s Center for Peace and Global Citizenship
as the recipient of an endowment that would be
linked to my planned gift. I suppose the principal
reason is that I had come to embrace Quaker
principles of non-violence in college, even though
I was not a Quaker. But an equally pressing issue
was that I had come face to face with armed
conflict during the last two decades, as has every
archaeologist working in the Near East and the
eastern Mediterranean. Ancient sites have been
destroyed, museums have been plundered, and an

“There’s nothing like war to turn your mind
to peace, so Haverford’s Center for Peace
and Global Citizenship quickly became
in my mind the ideal destination for my
planned gift.”
archaeologist at the Syrian site of Palmyra was
executed when he refused to reveal the location of
antiquities coveted by ISIS soldiers.
This widespread destruction of cultural heritage
began in 2003, with the looting of the Baghdad
Archaeological Museum, and as president-elect of
the Archaeological Institute of America, I started
receiving urgent calls for solutions to the steadily
expanding destruction of ancient sites. In the end, I
started a cultural heritage training program for U.S.
soldiers who were deploying to zones of conflict,
which brought us to U.S. military bases and,
occasionally, to Iraq and Afghanistan.
As you can imagine, this was a kind of outreach
I never expected to be doing, but I like to think
it resulted in fewer lootings at archaeological sites
and better protection for museums that were at risk
of rocket damage. There’s nothing like war to turn
your mind to peace, so Haverford’s Center for Peace
and Global Citizenship quickly became in my mind
the ideal destination for my planned gift, especially
given the fact that its endowment remains small
even after 20 years of operation. We still, ideally,
have a lot of years ahead of us, but I hope you’ll
realize, as I did, that this is the time to research
the program at Haverford that resonates most with
the journeys you’ve traveled, and consider it as a
component of your gift planning.

ABOUT THE CENTER
FOR PEACE AND
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
The Center for Peace and Global Citizenship
(CPGC) supports Bi-Co students engaged in social
justice research, education, and action across
Philadelphia and around the world.
This year, COVID-19 has made many parts of
that—travel and in-person work—impossible.
In June, 60 Haverford and Bryn Mawr students
began a re-imagined CPGC summer program
that included remote internships, online module
learning, and stipends. They interned at 15 of
the Center’s on-going partner institutions and 28
new ones suggested by students who self-designed
their internships. The partner organizations are
based as close as Ardmore and as far away as
Mongolia. Their work to advance just, inclusive,
and sustainable communities encompasses
diverse issues such as food justice, educational
equity, human rights, health care, immigration,
decarceration, and restorative justice.
“The list of specific projects is as long and diverse
as the work of justice,” notes the center’s executive
director Eric Hartman. “More than 1,000 Haverford
students have benefited from these experiences
and contributed to community organizations
in the process. Gifts ensure the continuation
and strengthening of these mutually beneficial
partnerships that epitomize education for ethical
action,” he concludes.

NAMING HAVERFORD as a beneficiary of your estate, retirement account, charitable gift annuity, trust, or fully
paid life insurance policy requires thought, some planning and professional guidance. Haverford encourages you
to explore your philanthropic options with a member of the staff in Institutional Advancement and/or the Office
of Gift Planning while also discussing the nuances of your personal circumstances with other trusted advisers—
family members, your accountant, your attorney, and your financial adviser. A strong collaborative approach helps
you realize your philanthropic aspirations while maximizing tax and other benefits—all to ensure an exceptional
education for today’s and tomorrow’s students.
Visit haverford.mylegacygift.org for more information.
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We all look forward
to gathering as a community
on the Haverford campus. Your
friends in Founders are always
available at (610) 795-6079 or
plannedgiving@haverford.edu
to help you explore how you can
make your philanthropic impact.
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